5GTN is complete 5G test system – from infrastructure to applications and services – with unique testing possibilities from prototype devices to complete solutions in a controlled environment.

JOIN THE 5GTN COMMUNITY AT SERVICES.5GTN.FI

IoT Wireless Access
To test your devices and applications

Sandbox
For advanced testing in isolated test environment

5G Expert Support
Available for problem solving and opportunity scanning

Network Monitoring
To monitor selected KPIs from network elements and interfaces

Device Loan
In relation to 5G Test Network usage

MORE INFORMATION:

Project coordinators
Atso Hekkala
atso.hekkala@vtt.fi
+358 40 751 5708

Olli Liinamaa
oli.liinamaa@oulu.fi
+358 40 546 1418

WWW.5GTN.FI
#5GTN #5GOULU #5GTESTNETWORK

YOUR 5G LIVE EXPERIENCE
IN FINLAND

Join the Growing 5G Test Network Community Now!
**WORLD’S FIRST OPEN 5G TEST NETWORK**

**FUTURE TECHNOLOGY, DIVERSE ENVIRONMENT AND EXPERT SERVICES FOR YOUR INNOVATIONS**

**JOIN, SELECT BEST SERVICES AND DIGITALIZE YOUR BUSINESS!**

---

**NETWORK FEATURES**

- Numerous frequency bands
- All common wireless accesses
- Diverse sensor network
- Virtualised functions
- Accessible interfaces
- Network and data analytics

---

**EXAMPLE VERTICAL USE CASES**

- Care, wellbeing and fitness
- eHealth in hospital and on wheels
- Conscious Factory empowered by 5G Media production and distribution
- Connected and self-driving car
- Intercontinental 5G connection